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SmartLock_A is an AutoCAD tool that can protect your designs from unauthorized use and copying. Features: ① Watermark
option: Type your copyright and publish date. ② Drafting options: Lock tools/panel items, enable/disable cache, or lock/unlock

curves, text and insertions. ③ Encryption settings: Set up a password for each drawing, activate drawing file encryption, and
select the lock mode (vitality, launch, app, or dialog). ④ Auto-running: Automatic update and messaging upon drawing file

changes. ⑤ File inspector: Check out the drawing file properties. ⑥ Drawing file extension editor: Change the DWG extension
to be read-only. ⑦ DWG icon editor: Add/edit the DWG icon to be displayed as watermark. ⑧ DWG bulk file compressor:

Compress your DWG files. ⑨ 2D/3D drawing file editor: Rename your DWG files, edit the drawing file extension, and
compress/uncompress your drawings. ⑩ AutoCAD drawing file compressor: Save your DWG files, compress and save them to

zip and xlsx/csv format. ⑪ AutoCAD drawing file decompressor: Open your compressed file, edit the DWG file extension,
restore your drawings, and decompress the drawing files. ⑫ Private files: Protect the file selection and output folder. ⑬ Expire
date: Configure the expiration date for watermark. ⑭ Set/clear extended attribute: Add/modify AutoCAD’s extended attributes
(same as file type). ⑮ Viewer: Display/hide the drawing files on the screen. ⑯ App/Dialog: Enable/disable viewer. ⑰ Duplicate

protections: Edit the decision table to configure duplicates. ⑱ Strict copy protection: Turn on/off read-only attribute for the
opening DWG files. ⑲ Security log: Record settings, problems, etc. ⑳ Crash log: Log the possible error messages and solutions.

⑴ Update log: Track the applied settings and messages. ⑵ Windows Task Log: Keep track of changes in the application and
related settings. ⑶ Update line: Display the current version of AutoCAD. �
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Create professionally Watermarked Drawings Share creations, even as part of a team, for a cost-efficient solution SmartLock_A
is a security application whose purpose is to help you encrypt your AutoCAD files, add watermarks, set up passwords, and apply

read-only attributes to your projects. This way, you can prevent other users from modifying or copying your designs. User
interface The tool does not impress much in the visual department because some of the configuration settings look crowded. It
comes with three main steps for helping you accomplish the encryption process, namely file selection, output destination and

locking activation. DWG copyright options SmartLock_A gives you the possibility to type the text that is displayed as
watermark for both copyright and authorized user information, specify the publication and expiration dates, as well as provide

additional data about telephone number, email, and address. The dates can also be shown as watermark. Encryption settings
Aside from watermarks, the application helps you assign read-only attributes to your DWG files so other users cannot modify

them, set up a password, and encrypt your drawing files by binding them to one computer. What’s more, you are allowed to lock
curves, text and insertions, impose restrictions upon re-saving, scaling, moving and rotating data, as well as block actions like
plotting, pasting, deleting, copying, and mirroring info, changing layers, and modifying colors. In addition, you can forbid line
type and weight changes, distance and area measurements, exploding, and appending of new objects. Bottom line All things

considered, SmartLock_A comes packed with several handy features for helping you protect your intellectual property against
unauthorized modification, printing or copying actions. On the downside, the GUI is not particularly intuitive so you may need
extra time to decode the application’s features. SmartLock_A Download, Release Date, and Pricing: Number of copies: 1,000
Price: 34.95 USD The User’s Review SmartLock_A provides substantial integration with AutoCAD, so it is very easy to use.
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Each step in the encrypted process is very clearly laid out. The GUI is easy to navigate. David Molnar, Computer Graphics
Artist SmartLock_A Description: Create professionally Watermarked Drawings Share creations, even as part of a team, for a

cost-efficient solution SmartLock_A is a security application whose 09e8f5149f
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The SmartLock application allows you to easily protect your AutoCAD files. It includes several features that can significantly
reduce the risk of losing intellectual property. A best practice is to include your company’s copyright information in the drawing
itself, usually on the Drawing Header or Digital Signature. Additionally, you can include a copyright date in the text of the
published report. As an additional deterrent, you can also watermark your drawings by typing in the text that is shown to help
others identify the design. More information about Copyright Information In AutoCAD More information about Copyright
Information In AutoCAD SmartLock – is a security application whose purpose is to help you encrypt your AutoCAD files, add
watermarks, set up passwords, and apply read-only attributes to your projects. This way, you can prevent other users from
modifying or copying your designs. User interface The tool does not impress much in the visual department because some of the
configuration settings look crowded. It comes with three main steps for helping you accomplish the encryption process, namely
file selection, output destination and locking activation. DWG copyright options SmartLock_A gives you the possibility to type
the text that is displayed as watermark for both copyright and authorized user information, specify the publication and
expiration dates, as well as provide additional data about telephone number, email, and address. The dates can also be shown as
watermark. Encryption settings Aside from watermarks, the application helps you assign read-only attributes to your DWG files
so other users cannot modify them, set up a password, and encrypt your drawing files by binding them to one computer. What’s
more, you are allowed to lock curves, text and insertions, impose restrictions upon re-saving, scaling, moving and rotating data,
as well as block actions like plotting, pasting, deleting, copying, and mirroring info, changing layers, and modifying colors. In
addition, you can forbid line type and weight changes, distance and area measurements, exploding, and appending of new
objects. Bottom line All things considered, SmartLock_A comes packed with several handy features for helping you protect
your intellectual property against unauthorized modification, printing or copying actions. On the downside, the GUI is not
particularly intuitive so you may need extra time to decode the application’s features. SmartLock_A –... Priorities from the
version control log This shows the changes made to your current project since the last time you logged in

What's New In SmartLock_A?

Visualize your organization and employees effortlessly using Cisco WebEx and Web Conferencing Software. Help employees
get connected and stay connected. Automate the office with automated calls and door access Visualize the office and staff
workflows with ease Effortlessly collaborate with your staff while meeting the day to day needs of your business Cisco Jabber
Software Cisco Jabber is a free software designed for business communication of your employees. Its main goals are to provide
a powerful and fully featured communication software for the organization, and help it to conduct real-time Internet meetings.
The software has several features that make it compelling. For example, it supports voice and video chat; you can send emails
and faxes; you can have threaded discussions or add a white board feature; you can share documents and presentations; as well
as locate your contacts and schedule online meetings. Cisco Jabber Software Features Simplicity in use Cisco Jabber can be used
by anyone without any prior IT skills and experience. In fact, anyone can use it without having to have an IT support team to
help them. As long as your users have broadband and a web browser, they can connect to the service. Support for multiple
platforms Cisco Jabber is available on both a Mac and Windows platform. Most business users can get on board with using the
program on their desktops. As long as your users have a laptop or desktop, they can access the software with ease. Interactive
capabilities Cisco Jabber provides users with the chance to interact with other users while chatting, making voice calls, or
exchanging emails. This makes it fun and fun to use the software. Users will find that it easier to collaborate with their
colleagues when they can discuss something in real time. Powerful integrated services Cisco Jabber incorporates several
important services. For example, the software supports different web conferencing platforms, or cloud-based services such as
Microsoft Office 365 and Google Apps. Cisco Jabber Requirements System Requirements The software requires an internet
connection and a web browser to be able to run on your system. Any modern version of Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google
Chrome, or Safari will work. Your system needs to be able to support plug-ins, Flash and Java technology. Hardware
Requirements The software can be run on any standard operating system with a minimum hardware requirements. As for
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System Requirements For SmartLock_A:

Recommended: VGA compatible or higher - 384 MB of VRAM DirectX 10 compatible video card Windows Vista / Windows 7
Windows 8.1 / Windows 10 Minimum: 256 MB of VRAM DirectX 9 compatible video card Minimum:256 MB of
VRAMDirectX 9 compatible video card Supported OS: Linux / Mac OS X
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